
Year 5   Spring 1: 
 

Stargazers  

Memorable 
experience 
 
 

We are reading Music Design & 
Technology  

Computing French PSHE PE Science 
 
 

 
Subject focus: Science 

 
 

TBC  
 (depending on 
Covid 
restrictions) 

Topic related non-
fiction. 
Newspaper 
reports and 
recounts. 
 
Class reader: 
Cosmic by Frank 
Cottrell Boyce 

Able to 
control 
songs 
through 
singing and 
performing.  
  
Learn to sing 
in tune and 
show 
control, 
breathing 
well and 
using clear 
diction. 
(covid 
restrictions 
adhered to) 
 
Know how 
to perform 
songs with 
an 
awareness 
of the 
meaning of 
the words.  
 
Learn to 
hold their 
part in a 
round.  
 
Observe and 
perform 
songs in a 
way that 
reflects their 
meaning 
and the 
occasion.(C
OVID 
restrictions 
adhered to)  
 
Learn how 
to sustain a 
drone or 

ART DAY 
Observational 
drawing/painting. 
Watercolours. 
 
Design and Make 
a Rocket 
 
Use research and 
develop design 
criteria to inform 
the design of 
innovative, 
functional, 
appealing 
products that are 
fit for purpose, 
aimed at 
particular 
individuals or 
groups. 
 
Generate, 
develop, model 
and communicate 
their ideas 
through 
discussion, 
annotated 
sketches, cross-
sectional and 
exploded 
diagrams, 
prototypes, 
pattern pieces 
and computer-
aided design. 
 

E-safety – 
communication   
use technology 
safely, 
respectfully and 
responsibly; 
recognise 
acceptable/unacc
eptable 
behaviour; 
identify a range 
of ways to report 
concerns about 
content and 
contact  
 
Coding   
design, write and 
debug programs 
that accomplish 
specific goals, 
including 
controlling or 
simulating 
physical systems; 
solve problems 
by decomposing 
them into smaller 
parts  
use sequence, 
selection, and 
repetition in 
programs; work 
with variables 
and various 
forms of input 
and output 

Use French 

prepositions 

 

 

Know and 

name 10 

Countries of 

the world in 

French 

 

Name some 

types of 

transport in 

French 

 

Life to the Full  
Unit 2 (module 
1 & 2) 
 
Is God Calling 
you? 
 
Under Pressure 
 
Do you want a 
piece of cake? 
 
Self-talk 

Forest school 

Football 

Know a variety of 

positions and 

formations that can 

be used on a pitch. 

To play these 

effectively in a 

match. 

Relate a greater 

number of attacking 

and defensive 

tactics to gameplay. 

Become more skilful 
when preforming 
movements at 
speed. 

Earth and Space  
  
Know the movement of the 
Earth and other planets 
relative to the sun in the 
solar system  
Know the movement of the 
moon relative to the Earth  
 
Know the sun, Earth and 
moon as approximately 
spherical bodies  
 
Know the idea of the 
Earth’s rotation to explain 
day and night and the 
apparent movement of the 
sun across the sky 
 
Use relevant scientific 
language and illustrations 
to discuss communicate 
and justify their scientific 
ideas. 



melodic 
ostinato to 
accompany 
singing.  
 
Learn to 
play an 
accompanim
ent on an 
instrument 
(e.g. 
glockenspiel
, bass drum 
or cymbal).  
 
Learn to 
improvise 
within a 
group.   
 
 KNOW THE 
SONG 'Living 
on a prayer' 
by Bonjovi.  
 
Know how 
to listen and 
appraise 
other rock 
songs 

 


